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My own story in brief (more at https://sites.tuni.fi/kaarle/about/)

• Born in Helsinki in June 1941 just before Finland joined Germany attacking USSR, 
first childhood memories from going to bomb shelter in Helsinki in February 1944

• Father was officer in the Finnish army, mother conservative housewife

• High school and university in Helsinki, MA in psychology 1965, PhD 1969

• Radio reporter as schoolboy in national radio, head of radio youth programmes at 
Finnish Broadcasting Company YLE while studying 1962-63

• Junior faculty member in journalism and mass communication at Tampere Univ 
1965-65 (Scandinavia’s first academic school of journalism established 1925)

• Head of research and member of long-range planning at YLE 1967-71

• Professor of electronic media at Tampere 1971-2009 (first chair in Scandinavia)

• First trip to Prague in September 1968, see Reflexions of a veteran (2014)

• Vice-President of IAMCR 1972-88, see https://iamcr.org/history

• President of IOJ 1976-90, see Steering the International Organization… (2019)

https://sites.tuni.fi/kaarle/about/
file:///C:/Users/qtkano/OneDrive - TUNI.fi/Työpöytä/Prague presentation of Kaarle Nordenstreng.pdf
https://iamcr.org/history
file:///C:/Users/qtkano/OneDrive - TUNI.fi/Työpöytä/Presentation-on-IOJ-history-in-Helsinki-on-14-June-2019.pdf


My work on history of international journalist movement
First, I prepared a book for the 40th anniversary of IOJ together with Secretary
General Jiri Kubka, but by the celebrations in 1986 we managed to put together
only prehistory of IOJ, entitled Useful Recollections: Excursion into the History of 
the International Movement of Journalists, Part I (Prague: IOJ, also in French).

Part II covering the first 20 years of IOJ until 1966 was published in 1988 – the 
continuation remaining in the air, while Kubka was removed from IOJ and I was 
preoccupied by other projects. [See covers of the two parts in the next slide]

In 1994, in organizing a workshop in Antwerp to commemorate the centennary of 
the first international conference of journalists there in 1894, I decided to 
continue writing the history of IOJ, supported by Vaclav Slavik who had recently 
retired from IOJ and brought with him a lot of archives.

However, Part III took 26 years to finally appear in 2020. Meanwhile, I wrote with 
four other colleagues A History of the International Movement of Journalists: 
Professionalism Versus Politics (Houndmills: Palgrave, 2016). [See following slide] 







After 14 years as IOJ 
President and 26 years 
wanting to write its 
history, the book was out 
in January 2021, see
https://press.uchicago.edu/u
cp/books/book/distributed/R
/bo86883947.html
For its summary, see 
“Steering the 
International Organization 
of Journalists through 
Détente and Cold War”  
at the end of
https://sites.tuni.fi/kaarle/nor
denstreng-publications/

https://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/distributed/R/bo86883947.html
https://sites.tuni.fi/kaarle/nordenstreng-publications/


Overall history of profession and its internationalization
Journalism as a profession evolved with periodical publications since 17th century, 
established in Europe by late 19th, leading to national associations by early 20th.

First international organization: International Union of Press Associations (IUPA),
1894 (Antwerp) – 1936 (Prague)

International Association of Journalists accredited to the League of Nations (IAJA) 
1921–27 (Geneva)

After World War I: Fédération Internationale des Journalistes (FIJ)                         
1926 – 1940 (Paris) 

After World War II: International Organization of Journalists (IOJ)                               
1946 (Copenhagen) – 2016 (Angers)

Outbreak of Cold War in 1948 divided the united movement and culminated in 
1952 in International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) as platform for western unions. 

After Cold War in the 1990s unity was gradually regained when IOJ discontinued
and most of its unions joined IFJ.



IOJ history in six slides













IOJ in nine periods and its 12 congresses (my presidency in blue)



Founding : Copenhagen 1946 

Opening session of the IOJ founding conference in the Danish Parliament, with
165 delegates from 21 countries, the Crown Prince of Denmark and UN officials.



Founding: Prague 1947

The second part of the founding in Prague finalized the Statute and the
organization. It was addressed by Foreign Minister. Jan Masaryk.



From left to right: British President Kenyon, Czech delegate Zieris, Swedish delegate Eek
and newly elected Czechoslovak Secretary General Hronek.



Crisis with the Cold War 1948–52

3rd Congress took place in Helsinki in September 1950, after France refused to grant 
visas to delegates from behind “iron curtain”. Participants came from 30 countries –
western mostly individual journalists, while the East Europeans represented unions. 
New members came from Africa (Algeria, South Africa…) and Asia (China, Korea…).



The western trade unions of journalists, which left IOJ in 1949, convened in Brussels in 1952 and 
founded a new International Federation of Journalists, the IFJ. It represented 14 national unions
with a total membership of 40,000  journalists, while IOJ covered 50,000 from 30 countries.



Consolidation 1953–65

Cold War was accompanied by decolonization as a global trend in the 1950s, helping IOJ 
to develop North-South co-operation beyond the crumbling East-West relations. World 
Meeting of Journalists was held in Helsinki in 1956, gathering 259 participants from 44 
countries, led by Brazilians and Indians aiming at uniting the divided movement. Hosted
by small Finnish IOJ member union and attended by IOJ, while IFJ refused to attend.



Training schools in Berlin (GDR), Rostez (Czechoslovakia), etc.



Expansion 1966–75

6th Congress in Berlin in 1966 with 138 delegates from nearly 50  member
unions and 130 observers was twice as large as the two earlier congresses
(Bucharest 1958, Budapest 1962). With 22 new unions admitted, the total
membership reached 130,000 journalists in 108 countries around the world. 
Jiri Kubka started there his 22-year period as dynamic Secretary General. 
7th Congress of equal size convened in Havana 1971 – first in Latin America.





The Prague Spring and its aftermath was
not widely covered in IOJ activities – they
were continued as if nothing happened.



East-West détente in the early 1970s improved relations with IFJ and its West-European unions, 
especially in Finland. Leaders of Finnish Radio and TV Journalists’ Union (on the right) pioneered
in 1974 contacts with IOJ Headquarters, including its Soviet Secretary Oleg Zagladin (on the left) –
his brother Vadim being advocate of détente in the Soviet Communist Party Central Committee.



New world order 1976–80

8th Congress was convened in Helsinki 1976 hosted by the Finnish
IFJ member union. My 14-year period as President started there.  



UNESCO convened in 1978 all international and regional
organizations of working journalists (not those of editors
and publishers) to a consultative meeting on media ethics
and other professional issues. This led to intensive co-
operation, with regular meetings until 1990. At the table
from the right: UNESCO host Hifzi Topuz and leading officers
of IFJ, Catholic Union of the Press, IOJ, ASEAN Confede-
ration of Journalists and Latin American Federation of 
Journalists. Second meeting was in Mexico City in 1980.



New Cold War 1981–85
First half of the 1980s brought new contradictions in international politics with militarization in 
the North and debt crisis in the South. Media became a focus of high politics and IOJ had central
role in information war as defender of UNESCO and the South against western corporate interests. 



9th Congress in Moscow 1981 became a landmark with over 400 delegates and observers from
82 countries. Growing membership around the world now reached 180,000 from 120 countries.



Consultative meetings of IOJ, IFJ and regional organizations led to unprecedented co-operation. 
They hosted the meetings in turn – IOJ 1983 in two parts: first in its conference centre in Prague
Bila Hora and second in its regional centre in Paris. Historical outcome was consensus declaration
on universal ethics for journalists – first of its kind after UN and UNESCO failed in earlier efforts.





Publications of the international and regional organizations were jointly written by IOJ and IFJ 
members and published by IOJ in Prague. The co-operation by now named “Consultative Club”.



Heyday 1986–89 
In 1986 IOJ turned 40, celebrating in the same Slovanský dum where the 2nd Congess was held. 
The ceremonial session was addressed by Deputy Prime Minister Matej Lúcan. At the table from
the right: Ján Risko, President of the Czechoslovak Union of Journalists, Secretary General Kubka, 
President Nordenstreng and Mrs Gusta Fuciková. On the right first Secretary General Hronek.



9th Congress in Sofia 1986 manifested further growth – IOJ now covering 450,000 journalists. 
Headquarters had a staff of over 50 and in addition there were regional centres in Paris and 
Mexico City, all working under Secretary General Kubka, who was enthusiastic in employing
computers in the service of management – one of the first international organizations to do so.



New Soviet policy of perestroika and glasnost under Mikhail Gorbachev since 1985 was welcomed
by IOJ and also encouraged the European members of IFJ to hold East-West round tables, first in 
Helsinki 1985, then in Vienna 1987 (photo on the left) and Warsaw 1989 (on the right) – in photo
centre the President of Poland Wojciech Jaruzelski surrounded by IFJ and IOJ leaders.



IOJ ran several commercial companies in translation, publishing, etc., serving customers in CZ 
and abroad, generating income used to finance most of the Secretariat and other activities. 
Their management was in Washingtonova.



IOJ Secretariat moved at the end of 1989 to new premises in the corner of the Old Town Square, 
in a restored 13th century building. IOJ also occupied several offices and flats around Prague. Its
fleet of western cars with diplomatic plates added to the image of a privileged organization.



By the end of the 1980s the IOJ was an empire
• Members in 120 countries, individual journalists through national unions totalled

250,000 in 1988, by 1990 already 300,000.

• Headquarters in Prague had senior representatives of member unions from the
USSR, GDR, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Cuba, Zimbabwe and Finland as heads of 
different departments, assisted by Czechoslovak staff. Locals in administration and 
in divisions for publishing, studies and documentation added to the size of the
Secretariat over 50 full-time employees. The foreign secretaries had a flat and car; 
also the local staff enjoyed privileges well known in Prague – it was a real bubble.

• Commercial companies, established first for translation and publishing in the
1970s, had grown to an enterprise system extending to electronics and building
renovation, employing over 1,000 – an island of capitalism in the sea of socialism.

• The enterprises produced over 90% of the revenues, solidarity lotteries 5% and 
membership fees only 2%; there was no longer any state funding.

• By and large IOJ was the world’s biggest international NGO in the media field.



Disintegration 1990–97
The collapse of the communist regime in CZ at the end of 1989 shook the base and environment
of IOJ: its member union in the host country was discontinued and the new one refused to join.



A press campaign was waged against IOJ accusing it of the sins of former communist rule in CZ.



Meanwhile, IOJ publications were supporting new developments in CZ and in post-Cold War world.



Despite attempts to satisfy demands of the new regime at the 11th Congress in Harare 1991, IOJ 
was seen in CZ to offer “too little too late”. Hence, by the middle of the 1990s, most of its money-
making commercial companies collapsed and income shrank. Secretariat was drastically reduced
and moved first to a four-room basement in Mánesova and later to two rooms in Londynská.



12th Congress in Amman 1995 elected new leadership, replacing the inept Secretary General 
Gerard Gatinot by the brilliant Antonio Nieva. Executive Committee in Hanoi 1996 celebrated the
50th anniversary. These were the last statutory meetings before the finances were exhausted.



Demise 1998–2016
Key documents for history writing were saved by Václav Slavik, long-time officer in the
Secretariat, while some materials were chaotically stored in a warehouse outside Prague.



After 1998 IOJ had no activities and in 2016 the last two Presidents declared its end in a 
letter addressed to IFJ Congress, presented there by me – 70 years after IOJ was founded. 





Discussion

IOJ has been inseparable from the geopolitics of the time, first post-war
ecumenical idealism and then embroiled in the Cold War, where it was
not possible to remain neutral – the same applied to the western IFJ.

But the INGOs still had considerable room for movement, notably in the
1970s, when I emabrked on the platform to promote East-West détente
and North-South decolonization.

I had the total approval of the Soviets and other socialist countries on 
the strategic line; they were my fellow travellers rather than vice versa.

On the other hand, I was their ally and was stigmatized in the West as 
head of the “Prague-based communist organization”.

My book is only a basis for the IOJ history – more research is needed on 
this empire and its impact in the world. Exciting topics are waiting…


